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ABSTRACT In this paper, a three-layer dielectric structure is presented as innovative unit-cell element for
transmitarray (TA) antennas with enhanced bandwidth. It consists of a central layer, with a varying size
square hole, used to compensate the phase of the incident field and located between two other identical
layers with linearly tapered square holes, acting as matching circuits. The effectiveness of this unit-cell is
demonstrated by the numerical and the experimental results here presented. As a first step, three different
TAs with increasing size are designed and simulated: their 1-dB gain bandwidth, centered at 30 GHz,
varies from the 30.9% of the smallest configuration, having size of 10λ0 × 10λ0, to the 17.5% of the
20λ0×20λ0 TA. A slightly modified unit-cell is then designed, with the aim of realizing a prototype with an
additive manufacturing (AM) technique. A 3D-printed dielectric TA with a size of 15.6λ0×15.6λ0 has been
manufactured and experimentally characterized. The measured prototype shows excellent performances,
achieving a 1-dB gain bandwidth of 21.5%: these results prove the enhanced features of the introduced
unit-cell and demonstrate the TA feasibility with AM techniques.
INDEX TERMS Wideband antenna, transmitarray antenna, planar lens, discrete lens, tapered matching,
3D-printed antenna, 3D-printing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transmitarrays are becoming an emerging and attractive solu-
tion for realizing high-gain, low profile and beam steering
antennas. A transmitarray (TA) antenna consists of an illumi-
nating feed source and a quasi-periodic transmitting planar
surface that transforms the incoming wave into a desired
outgoing one. Thanks to its characteristics, which allow to
exploit the advantages of lenses and phased arrays, TA is a
valid candidate to be a low-cost antenna for satellite com-
munication operating in X, Ku, K and Ka-bands. Compared
to a reflectarray, it does not suffer for feed blockage and
it has a better tolerance to surface errors [1]–[16]. TAs can
be realized adopting the same techniques used for reflectar-
rays: they can be made-up of several layers (at least three)
of printed elements, whose size is varied to transform the
incident spherical wave in a planar one, or they can consist
in just two parallel arrays (a receiving and a transmitting
one) of microstrip resonant patches that are coupled through
apertures and stripline delay lines [2], or vias [3].
As for reflectarrays, one of the main drawbacks of trans-
mitarrays is their limited bandwidth, due to the intrinsic
narrow band of the single radiating element and to the fre-
quency dependence of the spatial phase delay of the paths
from the feed to each TA element. In order to overcome
this problem, several solutions have been proposed. A four-
layer transmitarray using dual-resonant double square rings
as unit-cell element was presented in [4]: it provides a 7.5%
1-dB gain bandwidth when used to design a square TA with
size of 12.6λ0×12.6λ0. In [5], a reduced size TA composed
by three layers of spiral dipoles exhibits a 1-dB gain band-
width of 9%. Similar results are achieved in [6], where a
5.4λ0×5.4λ0 transmitarray using split diagonal cross element
has a 9.6% 1-dB gain bandwidth. Novel methods to improve
the bandwidth controlling the transmission phase range and
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optimizing the phase distribution on the array aperture are
described in [7]: two quad-layer circular transmitarrays with
moderate size were designed to reach 9.8% and 11.7%
1-dB gain bandwidths. A linearly polarized slot-based trans-
mitarray using three thin metal layers interposed by air gaps
provides a bandwidth of 15.5% [8]. The TA proposed in [9]
consists of a planar circular array printed on a three-metal
layer circuit board, an ad-hoc focal source and a radome layer:
this configuration has an aperture diameter of 20.5λ and it
is characterized by a 15.4% 1-dB gain bandwidth. In [10],
a triple-layer circular TA combining cross slot elements and
double square loops achieves 16.8% of 1-dB gain bandwidth.
Another possible technological solution for the realization
of a transmitarray is the adoption of perforated dielectric
layer(s) [11]–[16]. In this solution, which can be alterna-
tively named flat lens, the phase of the incident field can
be controlled changing the size of the holes, and therefore
the local effective dielectric constant of the substrate. The
results related to the design of lenses and reflectarrays con-
sisting in a single dielectric layer of elements made with four
equally-spaced circular holes are reported in [12] and [13].
The performances of multilayer perforated dielectric lenses
using a four-hole unit-cell are presented in [14]. A similar
technique is exploited to design a 3-D printed dielectric
lens using variable-height elements and square anti-reflection
structures [15]. An alternative approach to design a perfo-
rated dielectric transmitarray is described in [16], where the
adopted unit-cell is made-up of a central dielectric layer
with a varying size square hole used to control the phase of
the transmission coefficient S21, and two external matching
layers behaving as quarter-wave impedance transformers and
aimed to increase S21 magnitude. Despite of the improve-
ments achieved for the transmission coefficient, the introduc-
tion of the matching layers, which are intrinsically narrow
band, causes a considerable reduction of the TA bandwidth.
In this paper, a novel perforated dielectric transmitar-
ray configuration is introduced. The proposed unit-cell con-
sists of a triple-layer perforated dielectric element: similarly
to [16], in the middle layer there is a square hole, whose vari-
able size W is used to compensate the phase of the incident
field, while the external layers present a truncated pyramid
hole with the smaller basis having size W and simulating
a tapered matching circuit. The addition of these tapered
structures allows to improve the performances of the TA for
what concerns its bandwidth.
The unit-cell is described in the Section II-A, while its
use in the design of center-fed TAs of different size and
working in Ka-band, is presented in Section II-B. The results
of their numerical analysis demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed solution that provides significant perfor-
mance improvements compared with other configurations
available in literature. In view of them, a slightly modi-
fied and 3D-printable version of the unit-cell is introduced
in III-B. A 15.6λ0×15.6λ0 TAworking in Ka-band at 30GHz
has been manufactured and experimentally validated. The
obtained results are discussed in III-C.
FIGURE 1. Equivalent transmission line model of the proposed
three-layers unit-cell shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2. Transmitarray unit-cell: (a) Top view; (b) Side view of one of
the two layers with truncated pyramid hole; (c) 3D view of the cell
simulated in CST MW Studio.
II. WIDEBAND TRANSMITARRAY
A. DIELECTRIC UNIT-CELL
To avoid the band limitations of the dielectric unit-cell intro-
duced in [11]–[16], in this work an alternative solution is
investigated. From transmission line theory, it is well-known
that the impedance transformer bandwidth limitation can be
overcome using a tapered transmission line, i.e. a transmis-
sion line whose characteristic impedance varies continuously
according to a predefined profile, that is in most cases lin-
ear or exponential. This concept is applied here to design
a three-layer TA unit-cell. Its equivalent transmission line
model is sketched in Fig. 1: the characteristic impedance Z1
of the central and uniform transmission line is matched to the
free-space impedance Z0 through two linearly tapered trans-
mission lines whose characteristic impedance Z2 varies with
the section w of the transmission line itself. A good matching
can be realized choosing the length h2 of the tapered lines at
least equal to λg/2 where λg is the effective wavelength in the
tapered section.
The corresponding perforated dielectric unit-cell is shown
in Fig. 2. The central section presents a square hole with a
constant size W along its length h1 and it is equivalent to
the central transmission line in the schematic of Fig. 1. The
phase of the incident field can be compensated varying W .
In the two external layers, the hole has the shape of a truncated
pyramid: the larger basis has a fixed size L, the smaller basis
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has the same size W of the central layer hole, while the
truncated pyramid height is h2. In this way, it is possible
to realize linearly tapered transmission lines as those in the
equivalent model in Fig. 1.
In order to determine the optimal values of the unit-cell
geometrical parameters, its analysis has been carried out
varying L, h1 and h2. The unit-cell has been assumed to be
embedded in a periodic lattice, and the magnitude and phase
of the transmission coefficient have been computed with CST
MW Studio as a function ofW , for several frequencies in the
band of interest (Ka-band). The simulated structure is shown
in Fig. 2c. The unit-cell is surrounded by periodic boundaries
that provide the infinite array conditions and take into account
the mutual coupling between the cells. At this stage, a nor-
mal incidence plane wave has been considered. The selected
dielectric material is RT-Duroid 6006 with a permittivity of
εr = 6.15 and tanδ = 0.0027. Note that this choice has
been taken to study the proposed unit-cell and to demonstrate
its improved performances. Moreover, the high permittivity
material allows to have a reduced total thickness. However,
in view of the manufacturing of an antenna prototype, this
type of dielectric is not the most suitable: possible solutions
for the TA fabrication will be discussed in Sect. III.
The parametric analysis led to the definition of a unit-cell
characterized by L = λ0/4 = 2.5 mm, at f0 = 30 GHz,
h1 = 4.5 mm and h2 = 4.5 mm. The overall thickness of
the element is therefore T = h1+2 h2 = 13.5 mm= 1.35λ0.
The value chosen for h2 guarantees a good matching and it
provides a phase range of 360◦.
The variations of the amplitude and the phase of S21
with W , for different frequencies, are presented in Figs. 3a
and 3b, respectively. The plot in Fig. 3a proves that the
matching layers guarantee a value of |S21| equal to−0.75 dB
in the worst case. The phase range of the transmission coef-
ficient obtained varying W in the interval (0.1÷2.3) mm is
greater than 360◦ at all the considered frequencies, as pointed
out in Fig. 3b. The good bandwidth of the single cell can
be also inferred from the frequency behavior of the trans-
mission coefficient magnitude, shown in Fig. 4, where it is
plotted for several values of W in the considered interval
of variation. For all the considered values of W , |S21| is
never lower than−1 dB in the analyzed frequency range. The
best matching is achieved when W is maximized since the
presence of dielectric in the cell is minimum and the value of
the characteristic impedance becomes close to the free-space
one.
B. TRANSMITARRAY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
To test the actual effectiveness of the proposed unit-cell,
three transmitarrays with different size have been designed
at f0 = 30 GHz and numerically analyzed. Each TA unit-cell
is designed to compensate the spatial phase delay from the
feed horn to the element itself [1], i.e. to provide a phase ϕi
given by:
ϕi = k0(Ri − r i · rˆo)+ ϕo (1)
FIGURE 3. Simulated transmission coefficient as a function of W for
different frequencies: (a) Amplitude |S21|; (b) Phase 6 S21.
FIGURE 4. Simulated frequency behavior of the transmission coefficient
amplitude for different W .
where k0 is the propagation constant in free-space, Ri is
the distance from the feed to the i-th element, whose position
is located by r i, and rˆo is the unit vector pointing to the
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FIGURE 5. Typical geometry of a transmitarray antenna.
direction of maximum radiation. In the case considered here,
the main beam direction is assumed to be the broadside one,
therefore r i · rˆo = 0 (see Fig. 5). The quantity ϕo is a constant
phase value, indicating that a relative phase rather than the
absolute one can be used for the transmitarray design. In each
considered configuration, the transmitarray is a center-fed
square structure with side D and F/D = 0.9, being F the
distance between the feed and the TA (see Fig. 7a). The feed
is a rectangular horn designed to have a 1-dB gain bandwidth
in the frequency interval (27÷33) GHz, and the HPBW (Half-
Power Band Width) almost equal in the E and H plane (θE =
32.3◦, θH = 32.4◦). Moreover, the horn has a gain of 14.4 dB
at 30 GHz, it radiates a vertically polarized field, and its pat-
tern can be approximately modelled as cosq(θ ), with q = 7.7.
The chosen horn and its distance from the TA guarantees a
taper of −11.7 dB.
The first designed TA, indicated as TA1 in the following,
has a size of D = 10λ0 = 100 mm and it is composed by
40×40 = 1600 elements. The second configuration (TA2) is
characterized by a size D = 15λ0 = 150 mm, corresponding
to a structure of 60×60 = 3600 cells. Finally, the third one
(TA3) is an array of 80×80 = 6400 elements with a total
size of D = 20λ0 = 200 mm. The resulting required
phase-shift distribution of the three arrays, obtained using the
equation (1), are represented in Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c. Notice that
they do not differ only for the number of phase jump required
by the increasing size, but also because of a different value of
ϕo used.
The three structures have been simulated using CST MW
Studio. The CST model of the medium size antenna (TA2)
is sketched in Fig. 7. The front view in Fig. 7b highlights
how the size variation of the central layer holes follows
the required phase distribution plotted in Fig. 6b, with the
smallest holes represented by the darker regions in the
picture.
FIGURE 6. Required phase distribution for the three designed TA
configurations: (a) 40×40 elements TA; (b) 60×60 elements TA;
(c) 80×80 elements TA.
FIGURE 7. Sketch of the designed TA with size D = 150 mm = 15λ0:
(a) Perspective view of the CST antenna model; (b) Front view of the
TA only.
In Fig. 8, the result of a first check on the proper func-
tioning of the designed TAs is shown. In fact, it demonstrates
the correct design of the medium size TA through its actual
capability to transform the spherical wave radiated by the feed
and impinging on the TA itself, in a plane wave.
The co- and cross-polarized radiation patterns in both
the E- and H-plane computed at 30 GHz are plot-
ted in Figs. 9, 10 and 11, for the solutions TA1, TA2 and
TA3 respectively, while their main features are summarized
in Table 1. From Fig. 9 and the second column in Table 1,
it emerges that the radiation patterns of the solution TA1 have
an HPBW of 6.1◦ in H-plane (Fig. 9a) and 6◦ in E-plane
(Fig. 9b). The Side Lobe Level (SLL) is −19.1 dB in
H-plane and −18.3 in E-plane, while the cross-polarization
levels in the two planes are −25.1 dB and −26.5 dB, respec-
tively. The second TA is characterized by the same HPBW in
both planes, equal to 4◦ (Figures 10a, 10b and third column
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FIGURE 8. Field radiated by the transmitarray TA2.
TABLE 1. Summary of the radiation features of the three designed TAs.
in Table 1). Moreover, it exhibits very good performances
in terms of side lobe and cross-polarization levels: SLLs are
−21.6 dB (H-plane) and −22 dB (E-plane), while the cross-
pol level is below −32 dB and −33 dB, respectively. Finally,
the largest structure (TA3) provides radiation patterns with
HPBW of 2.9◦ in H-plane and 2.8◦ in E-plane. The side lobe
and cross-pol levels derived from Figures 11a and 11b and
reported in the fourth column of Table 1, are equal to −21,
−20.7, −34.5 and −33.8 dB, respectively. Due to its smaller
size, the performances of the solution TA1 are slightly poorer
than those of solutions TA2 and TA3, especially for what
concerns the cross-polarization.
In Figs. 12a, 12b, the frequency behavior of the gain and
of the aperture efficiency for the three configurations are
shown. The results confirm the positive effect of the proposed
unit-cell on the TA bandwidth. The 1-dB bandwidth achieves
the 17.5% for the 20λ0×20λ0 antenna, the 27.4% for the
15λ0×15λ0 and the 30.9% for the 10λ0×10λ0, as listed
in Table 1. For what concerns the (computed) efficiency,
it is higher than 40% at the design frequency for all the
three configurations (see Fig. 12b); at the extremes of the
considered frequency interval, it is still higher than 30% for
the configurations TA2 and TA3, while it is around 25% for
the largest TA.
FIGURE 9. Simulated co- and cross-polar radiation patterns of the
40× 40 TA (TA1), at 30 GHz: (a) H-plane; (b) E-plane.
III. PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING AND
EXEPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
In order to have a further validation of the proposed unit-cell,
a prototype of the dielectric transmitarray has been manu-
factured and experimentally characterized. The best suited
solution for the TA fabrication seems to be the use of an
Additive Manufacturing (AM) technique, since the use of a
conventional dielectric, as the one considered in the numer-
ically analyzed configurations, would require to make the
variable size holes and this is impracticable by conventional
machining approaches, especially at millimeter-waves. How-
ever, the exploitation of 3D-printing techniques implies some
limitations listed below.
• Dielectric material: the materials available for
3D-printing techniques are typically based on UV cross-
linkable polymers, usually not optimized to provide
functional (dielectric) properties. This means that such
materials usually exhibit a dielectric constant not higher
than 4.5. The limited value of permittivity implies
an increase of the total thickness, since the effective
wavelength depends on the dielectric constant and the
VOLUME 6, 2018 46411
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FIGURE 10. Simulated co- and cross-polar radiation patterns of the
60× 60 TA (TA2), at 30 GHz: (a) H-plane; (b) E-plane.
filling factor. In most cases, they have also high losses
over 10 GHz that affect the efficiency of the transmitar-
ray and could reduce the bandwidth.
• Geometry constraints: the limited resolution of the cur-
rent 3D-printers (>10 µm) does not allow to fabricate
small features as those required at high frequencies, such
as millimeter-waves. Due to its complexity, it is neces-
sary to slightly change the geometry of the proposed TA
element in order to make it 3D-printable.
In the next subsections, these aspects are taken into account
with the goal of realizing a 3D-printed transmitarray
prototype.
A. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
Additive Manufacturing is a relatively new class of process-
ing technologies targeting breakthrough advancements for
rapid prototyping and low to medium volume fabrication.
It is also often regarded as a unique technological option for
the fabrication of complex 3D objects skipping complex and
time-consuming assembly procedures.
FIGURE 11. Simulated co- and cross-polar radiation patterns of the
80× 80 TA (TA3), at 30 GHz: (a) H-plane; (b) E-plane.
The Addititve Manufacturing technique employed for the
fabrication of the TA belongs to the family of the 3D Printing
Technology [18]–[22].
The proposed antennawas fabricated using the commercial
printer Objet30 by Stratasysr along with the commercial
resin VeroWhitePlus (RGD835 from Stratasysr). The printer
is based on the so-called PolyJet technology: a printing head
travels along the XY plane depositing thin layers of liquid
resin, which are immediately polymerized by a UV lamp
installed on board. The 3D printed object grows layer-by-
layer: thanks to the vertical movement of the printing plat-
form, that moves downward, each time a new resin layer
is jetted. The nominal build accuracy is 600 dpi × 600 dpi
on XY plane with a minimum layer thickness of 28 µm.
This kind of printer uses also a second resin that acts as a
support material (Support SUP705 from Stratasysr) and that
is completely removed, at the end of the process, by water jet.
Two options are available in the 3D printer pre-processing
proprietary software: to completely wrap the whole object
with the Support (‘‘matte’’ option), or to use it only where
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FIGURE 12. Frequency behavior of the gain (a) and the aperture
efficiency (b) for the three considered TAs.
necessary to hold overhangs (‘‘glossy’’ option). Preliminary
printing tests demonstrated that the glossy option better fits
our case than the matte option. Indeed, since the proposed
solution has tiny holes and tight cavities, the latter would pro-
duce parts too difficult to clean for proper Support removal,
thus affecting the final geometry.
B. MODIFIED UNIT-CELL
In view of the requirements previously discussed, the unit-
cell presented and analyzed in Section II has to be slightly
modified. The first consideration concerns the limited reso-
lution of the nozzle printer, that makes impossible to generate
sharp edges as those located at the junction between two con-
secutive cells (see Fig 13). Moreover, the holes cannot be too
small, otherwise during the printing process some polymeric
residues may deposit into, plugging them and modifying the
structure. To minimize this drawback, the minimum size of
the holes must be increased (see Fig. 13).
These considerations lead to the introduction of a new unit-
cell, named type 2 in the following, to distinguish it from
FIGURE 13. Geometry aspects of the unit-cell that have to be modified to
obtain a 3D-printable structure.
FIGURE 14. Comparison between the initial unit-cell (type 1) and the
modified dielectric element (type 2) including additional lateral walls
with a thickness S.
TABLE 2. Comparison of the geometric parameters for the different
dielectric unit-cells expressed in mm.
the original one (type 1): both of them are shown in Fig. 14.
Comparing the two unit-cells, it appears that type 2 has
been derived from type 1 adding a thicker wall between two
consecutive cells. Its insertion allows to flatten the edges and
to achieve a more physically printable structure. However,
it affects thematching and the bandwidth performances, since
the impedance at the interfaces between the unit-cell and the
free-space is now slightly lower than 120pi . After several
printing tests and checking simulations, a good trade-off
between printable constraints and valuable performances has
been found. The selected value for the thin walls between
consecutive cells is S ′ = 2S = 300 µm. For what concerns
the width of the holes, it has been fixed to Wmin = 500 µm,
which is 5 times greater than the minimum size of the holes
in the type 1 unit-cell (100 µm).
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In view of these modifications, it was necessary to perform
again the numerical characterization of the unit-cell. To better
understand what are the effects of the change of the material
and the geometrical variation, two different unit-cells have
been analyzed: a type 1 element in VeroWhitePlus mate-
rial and a type 2 unit-cell also made-up by VeroWhitePlus
dielectric. Before the numerical analysis of the new unit-
cell, the electromagnetic characterization of the dielectric
material VeroWhitePlus has been performed using thewaveg-
uide method. The dielectric properties have been obtained
from the transmission response of a 3.4 mm slab in the
WR34 waveguide. The medium value found for the dielectric
constant is εr = 2.77, while the loss tangent is tanδ = 0.021.
To achieve results similar to those reported in Figs 3 and 4,
for both the phase variation and the matching in the same
frequency range, the total thickness T of the unit-cell has
been considerably increased due to the dielectric constant
material decreased from 6.15 to 2.77 and for the geometrical
constraints that type 2 element has to satisfy. The height of the
tapered section (h2) and central layer (h1) have been height-
ened to 9.5mm for type 1 in VeroWhitePlus and 11mm for the
type 2, respectively. The section L of the single cell has been
changed from 2.5 mm to 3 mm, for both the cells made by
VeroWhitePlus. A comparison of the geometrical parameters
for the three considered cases is summarized in Table 2.
The new unit-cells have been simulated with CST MW
Studio using the same method explained in Section II-A.
The Fig. 15a shows a comparison of the transmission coef-
ficient amplitude of the three cases, computed at 30 GHz.
As expected, the use of VeroWhitePlus material consistently
reduces the amplitude of S21, since it has higher losses than
Duroid 6006 and moreover the lower r required an increase
of the unit-cell thickness, as already pointed out. Therefore,
|S21| is reduced of almost 2 dB for the type 1 unit-cell and
of almost 2.5 dB for the type 2. In Fig 15b, the transmis-
sion coefficient phases for the three unit-cells are compared.
Despite the constraints imposed by the printing technology,
the slope of the curves remains quite the same also for the
VeroWhitePlus-based elements, because the thickness has
been increased to guarantee a full phase variation of 360◦.
C. 3D-PRINTED WIDEBAND TRANSMITARRAY
The type 2 unit-cell presented in the previous section has been
used to design andmanufacture a 3D-printable Transmitarray.
This prototype, indicated in the following as configuration
TA4, is still a center-fed and centered beam square structure.
Its size is D = 15.6λ0 = 156 mm, corresponding to 52×52
= 2704 elements, and it matches with the maximum area
printable in a single piece. The used feed is a circular horn
designed to work in Ka-band and it is positioned at 156 mm
from the TA (F/D = 1). The horn has a gain of 17 dB at
30 GHz, the HPBW in E and H plane equal to θE = 25.4◦,
θH = 25.1◦, while its pattern can be modelled as cosq(θ ),
with q = 12.5.
Since the antenna is symmetric along a horizontal plane
cutting the structure at half of the thickness, a specific printing
FIGURE 15. Comparison of the simulated transmission coefficients for
different unit-cells as a function of W computed at 30 GHz: (a) Amplitude
|S21|; (b) Phase 6 S21.
strategy was adopted to simplify and optimize the printing
process. This is because the upper half has pyramidal cells
oriented downwards, while the lower half has pyramidal cells
oriented upwards, so during printing the lower half would
have overhangs which would be necessarily supported by
Support resin, even in case of glossy option selection. For this
reason, the 3D layout of the proposed antenna was cut into
two halves, which were printed separately with the pyramidal
cells always oriented downwards. Due to the tray size limit
of the Object 30, each half takes 6 hours to be printed.
Therefore, a complete 3D printed antenna was obtained after
12 hours. Twelve lateral junction rings were added to the
original design, three per side for each half, as reported
in Fig. 16. In such way, the two halves could be easily
assembled at the end of the printing process by twelve nylon
M3 screws. The alignment between the two parts was ensured
by the printer build accuracy. Four of the external rings were
also employed to fix the TA to the feed structure. The final
3D-printed TA prototype is presented in Fig. 16, while a
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FIGURE 16. Pictures of the 3D-printed prototype.
FIGURE 17. Measurement setup in the anechoic chamber.
picture of the entire antenna is shown Fig 17. It has been simu-
lated with CSTMWStudio, without the supporting structure,
and then experimentally characterized.
The simulated and measured radiation patterns in E- and
H-plane are shown in Figs 18a and 18b, respectively. From
these graphs, it can be observed a good a good agreement
between simulations and measurements. Both the radiation
patterns exhibit a 3dB-beamwidth of 4◦ in the two principal
planes, while the SLL is even better for themeasured patterns,
being equal to −22.6 dB in the E-plane and −21.6 dB in the
H-plane.
In Fig. 19 the frequency behavior of the measured gain
and aperture efficiency are shown: as it appears, the prototype
confirmed the good results already obtained by the numerical
analysis of configurations TA1-TA3, since it is characterized
by a 1-dB bandwidth still larger than 20%. Moreover, it is
almost coincident with the computed one (21.5% against
21.7%). The reduced values of gain and efficiency with
respect to the antenna TA2, that has a comparable size, must
be ascribed to the higher losses of the VeroWhitePlusmaterial
and to the need to use a thicker TA.
Finally, in Table 3, the main features of the four configura-
tions are summarized and compared with results available in
literature for other TAs by analogous size D and ratio F/D.
Configuration TA1, the smallest of the designed antennas,
has a size comparable with the TA in [10], even if this latter
FIGURE 18. Measured and simulated co-polar radiation patterns of the
3D-printed TA prototype (TA4), at 30 GHz: (a) H-plane; (b) E-plane.
FIGURE 19. Measured frequency behavior of the gain and aperture
efficiency for the 3D-printed TA prototype (TA4).
is circular: therefore, its area is significantly lower and this
impacts on the aperture efficiency. Indeed, while TA1 has
not only a 1-dB bandwidth that is almost double, but also a
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TABLE 3. Main features of the designed transmitarrays and comparisons with results available in literature for other proposed solutions.
higher maximum gain, its aperture efficiency is 5% smaller.
TA1 can be also comparedwith the configuration in [15], with
respect to which it presents better performances. Solutions
TA2 and TA4 have a size similar to the structures in [4] and
in [7], whose performances are summarized in rows 1 and 4
of the table. Both of them have a 1-dB bandwidth much
narrower than the one of the solution TA2, which is 27.4%
(see row 11 of Tab. 3 and Fig. 12a) and of the prototype TA4
(row 13 in Table 3), that is equal to 21.5%. However, both the
solution presented here, and in particular the prototype TA4,
have a lower efficiency. As already mentioned, in the case
of the manufactured configuration, this is due to the higher
losses in the material and the increased thickness.
Comparing those of the considered configurations,
reported in the third column of the table, it emerges that the
limitations of the AM techniques, especially at high frequen-
cies, are still related to the reduced set of available dielectric
material and to the printer resolution. In fact, the two thicker
configurations among those considered are TA4 and the TA
in [15], both manufactured with a 3D-printer. This points out
the need to develop 3D-printable dielectric materials with
better properties. For what concerns the largest TA (TA3),
it can be compared with the antennas in [9] and [14]: the
solution proposed here outperforms the other two for what
concerns the bandwidth, the gain and the efficiency.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a novel three-layer unit-cell for Transmitar-
ray Antennas has been introduced and analyzed. Its main
feature is an enhanced bandwidth, obtained by exploit-
ing the tapered matching concept. This new element has
been used to design three different sized TA configurations.
They have been numerically characterized and the obtained
results confirm that their performances in terms of bandwidth
outperform those of other antennas available in literature.
To further validate the unit-cell features, the possibility of
its manufacturing with a 3D-printing technique has been
exploited. It emerged that to make it possible, significant
modifications of the unit-cell was necessary in order to take
into account both the dielectric characteristics of the 3D-
printable material and the current resolution of the state-of-
the-art 3D printers. A medium-size prototype working on a
band centered at 30 GHz has been finally manufactured and
experimentally characterized: the obtained results confirm
the good performances of the proposed configuration, achiev-
ing a 1-dB bandwidth of 21.5% and an aperture efficiency
of 38.6%. The antenna features could be further enhanced
when dielectric material with higher value of r will be
available for high resolution printers.
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